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Contributing Editor
The decorations, confer

200 units
BETH TEMPLETON
Assistant Editor
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Conference to focus on racial reconciliation
HEIDI

aims for

playoffs due to recent

holiday?

George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon

Drive

END OF BASKET

President's day as our

A&E — page 7

Blood

H O L I D AY H O O P L A -

ences, and speakers of Cultural
Celebration week are gone now,

Racial Reconciliation

events will be delivered in the

"What will this conference

Conference.

mail, and located in the
Chaplain's and Student Life

be like?" Marta Sears, Campus

Office. A sign-up table with vol
unteers will also be set up for the
next three weeks during lunch

are intentionally making this a
very interactive and experiential

and dinner hours outside of the

Bone. The conference is free to

logue and interact with each
other throughout the conference.

George Fox students on the meal

Elements of the conference will

plan and is $8 for all other partic

include: workshop electives, cul-

Its purpose is for George Fox
faculty, staff, alumni, and stu

but the core of its existence

dents, along with undergraduates
from other Northwest colleges, to
unite together to praise God for

remains firmly intact, for we are

the beautiful differences he has

certainly "Created for
Community, designed with diver
sity."
March 15-16, George Fox

made within his body of people.

pus. Brochures containing the

Conference T-shirts will also

w i l l h o s t i t s fi r s t N o r t h w e s t

application and times of different

be available for an additional $8.

The conference will take

place in various places on cam

Multicultural Advisor, asks. "We

conference, /^.ttendees will dia

ipants.

See Race, page 12

After September II, the
American Red Cross was inun
dated with blood donations.

VICKIE

HAWKINS

Last Friday night,

Although the blood supply was
replenished by the generosity of

members

many donors, the need for a con
stant supply is still great.
On Tuesday, March 19, in

came together with

the

Newberg community
George Fox students
and faculty for a benefit

Wheeler from 1:00-5:00 p.m.,
the George Fox community will ;

s u p p e r. E m p t y B o w l s
for Aubrey was organ
ized to help nine-yearold Aubrey (center) in
h e r fi g h t a g a i n s t

have the opportunity to donate i,
blood at the Spring Blood Drive.

J

of

Tuesday,
March 19

leukemia.

l:00pm-5:00pm

Each

attendee purchased a
bowl made either by a
Fox student or a profes
sional potter and

The American Red Cross

Pacific Northwest Regional
Blood Service supplies blood to
over 90 hospitals in Oregon,

enjoyed a soup dinner
along with some great
fellowship!

Washington, and southeast
Alaska and must collect 900

pints of blood a day to meet
regional demands.

blood drives has increased. In

SUB basement opens after flood damage

the fall of '99, 113 units were

BETH

collected. That number has

Assistant Editor

Since '99, the number of
units collected from the biannual

TEMPI

ETON

steadily increased. At the blood
drive held this last fall, dona
tions amounted to 187 units.

"The goal for this blood
drive is 200 units. This means

approximately 300 people need
to be signed up to donate in
order to actually collect this
much," said Val Orton. "The
students and faculty/staff at Fox

Matt

Johnson,

basement

new

SUB

coordinator.

"Between the new camera

Beneath the Bruin Den and

bookstore lies the SUB base
ment, now open for business.
Closed since Christmas

Break due to flooding, the base
ment reopened its doors last

and card-lock system, no one
should be able to get away
with anything."
As coordinator, Johnson
would like to see the base
ment become a more func

tional place for students.
"In the past, the base

have been awesome in their will

Monday, Feb. 18 for the first time
this semester. Students can use
the facilitiy 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.

ingness to give of themselves in

Sun.-Thurs., and 10:00 a.m.-2;00

maintenance has contributed

this way."

a.m. Fri.-Sat.

to this. The basement has not

ment has had a lot of wasted

potential," he said. "Poor

Donors need to be at least

The Sub basement provides

been used as a location for

17 years old, weigh at least 110
lbs., and be in good health. The

a place for students to come and

s t u d e n t e v e n t s e i t h e r. I n t h e

hang out. There are pool and

future, look for an organized

Red Cross suggests donors eat

ping-pong tables, dart-boards, air
hockey, a big screen TV and
VCR, and video games.
In the past, vandalism of
basement equipment has been a

pool
tournament
and
other
HEPNLR
activities as well. Students take advantage of SUB equipment as they take a

problem.
"A motion-sensored security

"I would like to put on a people who do this type of pho- The SUB is also available
digital art show," he said. "There tography and 1 would like to give for students to reserve by conis an underground population of them some exposure." ' tacting Matt Johnson via foxmail.

before they give blood.
The process, including the
screening done prior to the dona
tion , takes about an hour.
Students can schedule an

appointment to give blood by
calling ext. 2340.

pflarch n

camera has been installed," said

Johnson is also looking break to play pool. The SUB basement is open Sun.-Thurs.
at bringing student artwork to 11:00 ajn.-l:00 a.m. and Fri.-Sat. 10:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
the basement.
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ASC provides communication, direction, events
J O H N F E LT O N

director coordinates all off-cam-

Competition.

Communications Director
You walk by their offices
every day. Every sign you see on

campus has that little "ASC
Approved" stamp on it. All you
know is that they put activities on
the weekends and you're excited
the Bruin came out so early this

T h e Vi c e P r e s i d e n t o v e r s e e s

pus rtiinistries, including Serve

the class representatives, coordi
nates Homecoming activities,
and is in charge of the Bruin Jr,.
and joins the president serving on
a number of appeals boards.
The Secretary manages the

trips, Saturday Servants, Urban
Services, Little Bruin and Joy

ASC

Services.

The Student Chaplain is
responsible for all on campus
ministries including speaking

George Fox University commu

tration to better understand the

needs in order to edify and

tioned earlier. The student proj
ect fund is an amount of money
set aside every year for perma
nent improvements to campus.

perspectives.
nity by best utilizing our student's
How
can
ASC help vnii?
resources,- gifts and God s
ASC provides a number of
strength. We are dedicated to
hearing all peoples' voices and s e r v i c e s o t h e r t h a n t h o s e m e n
empower those we serve.

By providing enriching
activities and

o f fi c e s ,

oversees

opportunities for
growth, we will

the

clubs on cam

Proposals are accepted twice a

year. Past purchases from the

fund are both elliptical trainers,
the soon-to-be-completed sand

y e a r.

pus, maintains

Their members always say
that they are so busy - but what
do they do? Do they really make

the ASC website

strive to spur on
love and good

and performs

deeds within the

volleyball court between HMS

various clerical

greater commu

and Wilder House, and equip

a difference?

duties.

responsible for

nity. Leaving a
legacy of advo
cacy and stew
ardship, we

a l l A S C fi n a n c e s

commit

T

it

e

Treasurer

is

What is ASC?

The Associated Student

Community (ASC) is the student
government system of the
George Fox campus in Newberg.
Composed of a nine-member

selves to a pro

ing.

fessional

you would like to have discussed,

T

h

Established in 1960, the

eight-member

ASC has worked through the

committee

years to meet the needs of the
undergraduate student body.

organize 10 allcampus events X student at

to
FILE

with opportunities which will

Community Coordinator, Retreat
Coordinator, Cultural Awareness
Coordinator, Greenroom

Together they work to promote a
community here and to "grow"

ship service. The Student
Chaplain's committee is made up

Director oversees the ASC media

of

the

Men's

which includes the campus news

Ministries

and

Women's

Coordinator,

experience.
How can vou set involved?

If this sounds like this may
be a good fit for you, there are a
variety of ways you can get

paper, yearbook, radio station,
phone directory, darkroom, cam
pus album project and poetry
publication.
The Supreme Court Chief

Coordinator, Worship

students as individuals. ASC is

tions will be held the week of

C o o r d i n a t o r, a n d M i s s i o n s

here to make your experience at

March 18.

Justice leads the four to six-mem

C o o r d i n a t o r.

What is the purpose of ASC?

George Fox University as posi

ber court that provides a system
of checks and balances within

The

2001-2002

Central

or she also oversees student serv

ASC. The Supreme Court keeps

Committee's mission statement is

ice providers such as the Foxhole

the ASC Constitution, runs cam

as follows:

and SUB basement and ASC

pus elections, and works with
administration on policy issues

E . L . I . T. E . a n d t h e M r . B r u i n

ship skills. It can provide you

richly enhance your college

concerts.

sponsored activities including

help you to develop your leader

you that they are here to serve
you, the student body and greater
GFU community.
Each department works in
their own way to provide servic
es for students and employees.

Tr e a s u r e r, A c t i v i t i e s D i r e c t o r,
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s D i r e c t o r,

University President, Board of
Trustees, faculty, staff and
administration, and appoints stu
dent representatives to special
interest advisory committees. He

Wooka

become involved, ASC can also

challenge you and promote grow
in you. Your involvement can

semester.

regularly at Over the Edge, the
student-led Sunday evening wor

The president heads up the
Central Committee, represents
the student body to the

fun.

ASC is one of the appropriate

avenues for you to go through.
If you make the effort to

If you ask any
member of ASC, they will tell

The activities committee spon
sors events including dances and
Communications

PHOTO

graduations shows his support for ASC. wooka."

up of a President, Vice President,
Supreme Court Chief Justice,

The

and

ethic, leading
through encour
agement, integri
ty, prayer and

Director leads an

per

our

uplifting work

e

Activities]

C h r i s t i a n S e r v i c e s D i r e c t o r.

ASC has an excellent rela

and record keep

runs this government alongside
the committees they head.

Secretary, Student Chaplain and

and outdoor club.

tionship with the administration.
In a sense, they are your direct
line to them. If you have an issue

board, the Central Committee

Central Committee is made

ment for the rock-climbing wall

The

Christian

Services

"Our mission is to unswerv

ingly follow the will of our Lord
Jesus Christ in serving the

involved in ASC. Elections for

the nine Central Committee posi

Soon after, the new members

tive as it can be.

will be looking to hire people to

They also play a role as
advocates of the student body.
Members of ASC regularly meet

fi l l t h e i r c o m m i t t e e s . E l e c t i o n s

w i t h a d m i n i s t r a t i o n t o o ff e r t h e m
a voice from the students. ASC

are interested in becoming a part
of ASC, drop by their offices in

provides a way for the adminis

the SUB.

for class representatives will be

held after spring break. If you

2002-2003 Campaign Information
NEWS

Committee. Tlie president and
vice president niti on one ticket.
The Supreme Court Chief

RELEASE

Elections

for

Central

Committee are right around the
comer. Applications and peti
tions for the nine positions will

J u s t i c e , Tr e a s u r e r, A c t i v i t i e . s

being involved, take a look at the
job de.scriptions and come and
talk to anyone on Central
Committee. .Any one of us

Director.

would be willing to answer any

Communica-tions

be available next week in front of

Director, and Secretary each run
individually.
The Student Chaplain and

ASC offices in the SUB. They

Christitin Services Director are

pleted along with a petition.
Students need 150 signatures to

are due March 11.

selected from applicants by a

be on the ballot.

"Wc would like to sec more

committee, which includes

people interested in ASC." said
cuncnt Supreme Court Chief

Gregg Lamm, Andrea Crenshaw,
and the .students currently in

Justice Chri.s Powell. "It's both a

those positions.

challenging and rewarding posi
tion thai stretches you."

"ASC would like to see at
lca.st two canidatcs on the ballot

Majority elects seven of the
nuie positions on Central

for each position." said Powell,
"if you arc at all interested in

questions." ,
Applications must be com

Applicants then must pre
pare their campaign platform iind

write a short speech for the
Elections Chapel Monday,
March 18. Voting will take place
March 18-20.

Results will be posted before
students leave for Spring Break.

rmDoHaritDa^
~ Applications available week of
March 4

~ Due Monday, March 11

~ Elections Chapel Monday,
March 18

'Voting will take place in the SUB
March 18-20

DAVIDA .T. I5ROWN, Editor-in-Chief
BETH S. TEMPLETON, Assistant Editor

JESSICA A. HOWARD, Layout Editor

ERNEST J. STURZINGER, Sports Editor

ADRIENNE M. DORSEY, Copy Editor
MELANIE S. MOCK, Crescent Advisor

CAROLINA S. GERVAIS, A&E Editor

ERIN M. NEWBERRY, Opinion Editor
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JOHN R. FELTON, Communications Director

The Crescent encourages reader response and partcip
i ato
i n throughe
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' oox b, or Foxmail the Crescent StafT folder.
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takes first in grueling Survivor contest
SBAIVDQN WAII Ari7
Writer

utes

Kyle Stump and Suzanne Santos,

Stump was having some troubles

juniors; and Matthew Holt and
Laurel Starr, seniors.
For the first few hours, all

' e second annual Survivor

came to a close with Nathan

Chamberlain, sophomore, walk
ing away with the $200 prize.

Survivor began Thurs.. Feb.
.00 p rrj Wili opening cer
emonies and participants drawing
for seats. The eight students
oaded into the car and began the
competition to see who could
outlast everyone else and for the
chance to win.

This year's participants

included Josh Bybee and Marissa
Lopez, freshman; Chamberlain

and Alison Butler, sophomores;

and at 11:30 a.m. he left the car

after spending 21 hours and 30
minutes inside it.

eight participants were going

At 12:00 p.m., the four

strong. At 6:30 p.m. Thursday,

remaining students were each

Santos left the car because of
some muscle cramps, which

given one 12 ounce pop of their
choice and a couple of pieces of
pizza. An hour quickly passed

means she was in the car for 4

hours and 30 minutes.

and all four students were .still

Later on in the evening,

going on strong. At 1:00 p.m.,
the four students were then given

Butler left the car after 10 hours
and 20 minutes at 12:20 a.m.

Friday. During the rest of the
evening, the remaining six stu
dents stayed strong even with
people cooking food on a BBQ in
front of them.

another 16 ounces of water to

drink. Another hour quickly
passed and all four students were

L U I S D AW B E R

still looking like they could last

Nathan Chamberlain and Josh Bybee contend for

for several more hours. When

first place in the battle for the $200 prize.

By the time Friday morning

8:45 a.m., Starr left the vehicle ing five students were given 16

came around, another Survivor

after lasting 18 hours and 45 min- ounces of water to drink. An

contestant got restless. Then at

utes. At 10:00 a.m., the remain- hour after drinking the water.

2:00 p.m. came around, the four

See Survivor, page 12

Vly Story: Part 3 McLeod lives life of true service
A lesson in acceptance

C H A R T. E S S I E a F U T F n

whatever condition that they

Contributing Writer

have.

Praetically every summer I

Now that the main part is
o v e r, l e t m e s w i t c h m o d e s .

During the first year or so after
the wreck, I was very confused
about my faith. Many questions
like "why me" and "what else"
were going through my head.

McLeod stated one of his prominent philoso
phies of life, "We should accept people for who

Staff Writer

they are rather than what we want them to be."

Mark McLeod is a man of many ministries.

attend camp at Trout Creek Bible

Not only is he a professor of philosophy and reli

Camp. After my freshman year

gion at George Fox and an ordained priest for the

of high school, I worked at Trout
Creek as part of the crew. It was

this summer that I began to real
ize the importance of not just the
gift of the Lord, but also having
a personal relationship with him.

God, at one time, seemed so dis

Yes I was a Christian, but I did

tant, that he didn't care what

n't really know Christ.
1 also began to realize the

happened to my family or me.
Slowly, as I began to read

STEVE ROBV

importance of taking good care

Episcopal Church, he is also involved in the organ
ization of a program known as The Community of
C h r i s t t h e Te a c h e r.

The life of this minister began at his
Canada, where he grew up in a
solid, loving family with two
brothers and a sister. Shortly after
leaving to attend college in the
states, he met his wife at a sum

than what we want

still more that I do not under

friends. The scary part of break

stand, but I trust he will take care

ing my femur was the fact that I

College and a doctorate at the
University of California, Santa Barbara.

and

attend

of everything. I also know that
the Lord allows things to happen
for his good, even if we do not
see it right away.

could not feel it. I am glad that I

In junior high, my dad mar
ried my third grade teacher, and

lenges. In April of 2000, my
Dad passed away in a motorcy

soon after she married dad, she

cle wreck. That was hard on all

adopted both my brother Nicolas

of us. I found it easier to accept

noticed it had broken when I did.

The last few years have
been filled with some more chal

greatest of those being his wife Becca's

illness and death. Philosophy also

church, my understanding of the
Lord slowly increased. There is

more

cism toward God remained a painful struggle for
several years of his life, but diminished through a
few key events and circumstances; the

accept people for helped provide answers to the ques
who they are rather tions that plagued McLeod's mind.

of myself, as during the second
to last week of camp, I broke my
femur while wrestling with some

Bible

life, he doubted that God even existed. This skepti

birthplace in Orillia, Ontario, / ^'We should

mer mission trip. After they mar

the

McLeod is a man who has been shaped by
many obstacles in his life. One of the primary fac
tors that influenced McLeod spiritually is his past
tendency towards skepticism. At one point in his

them to be."

ried, McLeod went on to earn a

B.A. in philosophy at Westmont

Mark McLeod

"Essentially," said McLeod, "philos
ophy kept me a Christian."

In 1996, McLeod felt a strong
calling toward the priesthood.
"I knew I was supposed to be a
priest more than anything else," he said.
This past March, he was ordained as a

Before teaching at Fox, he was a professor
in Texas, and also at his alma mater in California.

He has been at George Fox for three years and looks
forward to staying for many more.
When McLeod is not buried beneath papers to
grade, he loves reading and is grateful to have a job
that requires so much of it. He also enjoys carpen
try and spending time with his son, Ian. McLeod

priest for the Episcopal Church. Currently, he
holds evening services every Sunday in his home as
part of The Community of Christ the Teacher.

McLeod was put through the forge and he
came out refined. God has made him into an

incredible, loving and approachable man who has

the wisdom and compassion to help people.
He loves and serves Christ and strives to min

and 1. This was one of the best

since I had/have been growing in

enjoys teaching philosophy because it explores

ister to all those who cross his path. Mark McLeod

things since the wreck that had
happened to us that far. The

the Lord, but it is still difficult at

many different perspectives and attitudes about life.

is a true servant of Christ.

following August, Mom had a

tening to a certain song that

baby boy, my brother Paul.

makes me think of dad, and I will

Since 1993 I have had to

adapt to many new ideas, new

ways of doing tasks, and new
ways of interacting with people.

Not everyone whom I have met
has been accepting of my condi
tion. I was the same way before
the wreck, but I have since
learned to accept people for

times. Sometimes I can be lis

I CHECKERS I

.start crying.
Sometimes I still wonder

why God allows certain things to
happen, but I have faith that all
will turn out for his glory. Even

C H K

him.

fcUl/ OrCie*vtatCcm/ CommCtte&c
-Experience the exhilarati
on of administering and welcoming 500
new students iit the tall!
the
-Organize' the
OrieOrientation
ntation programCommittee!
with your peers as a member of
-Train 75 Orientation leadens!

ADDlications are available in the Admissions Office
They are due TODAY at 5pni.

If v«« have yuestiom. please cal Jennifer Swanhorau^h at x2247
*These positions are diferent from the Ortemmwn Leaders

^

A

4^

E

I

I■Get
B uFREE
y achips
n y and
S a Medium
n d w i cDrink!
h -

i good until April 31, 2O02 I

if God would turn his back on

me (Not ever possible for any
one) I will never turn my back on

I

Fine Coffee & Espresso
Hard Scoop Ice Cream

I

Soups & Salads
Sandwiches & Sweets!

CHECKERS

J

r

(At the north end of

Fred Meyer Forking lot)

I

good until April 31, 2002

Phone: (503) 554-8636

^901 B Brutchcr St. Ncwbcrg

I

Bread Bowl

M-F 8:00AM-7:30PM
Sat 10AM-4PM 4 Sun 11-3

served until 10:30 M-F

I

$1.00 off soup in a

Hours:

Breakfast Sandwiches

I

^ A^ 'E

I
I
I
I

T

CH
ECKER
S
^
E

I

Buy any Sandwich

I

Get a 4" Sandwich for $1.00

I
I

^ good until Aril 31. 2002
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OPINION

From the Pen of the

Lesson from a grasshopper
MFCAN

President

Make the best better
I F. F F

KIRKSKY

ASC President

If the grasshopper

miraculously surviveds t i l l

MCCOY

Staff Writer
Last summer, my brother
and I were watching the news on

television. After several typical
reports, the regular program was
interrupted by the breaking news
of a fire.

'Tis the season that individuals start asking inc a lot of ques

tions about ASC. Many of these folks are looking hard for an
answer to the question, "What will I be doing next year?" It's
exciting to sec our Lord tugging on the hearts of different people.
As they seek to discern where the Lord can u.se them. I get just a
bit nostalgic. 1 ask myself, "How has ASC affected me as a stu
dent? Am 1 different? Have I grown?"
The answer to these questions can be found in the "S" of
ASC. What docs it mean to be a student? A student is someone

who studies to gain knowledge and skills. Humans learn under all
different types of circumstances. We go to class, listen in lectures,
and engage in discussion. We even take the time to demonstrate
the knowledge that we've gained in the form of tests and papers.
These methods are familiar to us as college students. Yet how
often do we completely immerse ourselves in learning by doing?
1 know 1 might suffer some ridicule, but 1, Jeff Kirksey, was
a 4-H'er, and 1 loved it! In 4-H we had two main mottos: "To

Make the Best Better" and "Leiuning by Doing." I can see these
themes as I look at the people I have the pleasure of working with
in ASC this year.
ASC provides opportunities to grow and leam. Take for
instance this very paper. The individuals that provide tliis student
service don't just have the head knowledge - they arc putting their
skills into action. They are developing and sharpening their abil
ities by learning through doing. Through every part of ASC
(which is over 80 student.s) 1 don't think there is one person who
can say, "I didn't grow or learn through my ASC experience."
We are complicated beings. We don't just grow physically or
mentally. We grow spiritually. Have you ever looked at other
schools and then looked back at our own? Yes, I know there are

pro's and con's, but how many schools don't care about whether
their students grow spiritually or not? It's sad to think that an edu
cation often excludes our faith. This university provides opportu
nities to grow in our relationships with God.
ASC invites you to serve the homeless, hurting, and hungry
through Urban Services, change a child's life through the Little
Bruin program, deepen your relationship with God through
retreats, worship, and teaching, and facilitate activities that refresh
and renew your fellow students.
God has blessed us with minds to glorify Him in thought,
hands to glorify Him in service, and hearts to glorify Him in
yearning for growth. ASC is about growth. Will you enhance
your studies with ASC?

While footage from the fire
was shown, the reporter attempt
ed to announce the recent discov

ery of the cause of the blaze.
"The cause of the fire is, well,

that is to say..." she stuttered in
confusion. Finally, the reporter

peered closely at her notes and
a n n o u n c e d , " O f fi c i a l s h a v e

to the ectitor
D e a r E d i t o r,

Regaring mandatory chapel:
1 have a problem with label

During a recent discussion
on chapel, an acquaintance of
have a wishy-washy chapel than
make people mad and uncom

lem.

fortable; I was appalled.
We must look at reasons

Speaking about Laodicea,

why this is a serious problem.
Why are we so bothered that we
must go to chapel? Because we

Revelations 3:15-16 states, "I

get little out of it. Chapel in the
recent past has been shallow and
wishy-washy. Recently, I was
given the opportunity to partici

pate in a meeting with Gregg
Lamb and other .students about

chapel; a student brought up the
issue of chapel's lack of depth:
we hear a lot of synonymous
speeches and every time these
speeches barely dig below the
surface.

Another student brought up
the issue of chapel's wishywashy topics. People are so
afraid of making us mad.

know your deeds, that you are
neither cold nor hot. I wish you
were either one or the other: So,
because you are lukcwann-neither hot nor cold-I am about to

spit you out of my mouth."
College is a place where we

are to be challenged and
.stretched in our knowledge and
beliefs. 1 loved the MLK chapel
if not simply because people
reacted. Maybe I'm not speak
ing for everyone, but give me a
chapel where 1 am intellectually
challenged and 1 will not care if
it's mandatory, because 1 will
want to go.

Sincerely, Krlssi Carson

be

rrriri .e

^di.rlncsioounsMofnone
or^pacre
redcond
^
land,
much less the concept of hun
dreds of acres.

To the grasshopper, one

blade of grass "rust appear enor^
mous. And even m .gn.tmg the
blaze, the grasshopper did nt^t
display extraordinary streng

detLinationofwil. He simply

jumped a few inche.s off the
ground. This caused a fire that
affected the entire state ot

Washington and impacted thou

was a grasshopper." Despite our

sands of lives.

concern for the destruction

caused by the fire, my brother
and 1 immediately burst out

laughing at the absurdity of her
statement.

After laughing about the

irony of the news report, I
promptly forgot about the fire.
Later that week, however, I was

discussing with my mom several
frustrating events. Despite

The fire was causing incred
ible damage to hundreds of acres.

extensive time and effort in

Firefighters from three different

organizing upcoming activities. I

states had been summoned to

was not seeing the results of my

assist in fighting the blaze.

l a b o r.

I felt so responsible for the

Widespread concern was affect
ing many counties as the fire

outcome of the things I was over

g r e w.
Ye t t h e c a u s e o f t h e b l a z e

seeing, yet I was disappointed
and weary of the strenuous effort

was a grasshopper? Not hun
dreds of grasshoppers. Not a
horde of insects. One single
grasshopper ignited this incredi
ble wildfire by simply jumping
onto an electrical fence.

I had exerted. From the kitchen

table, my brother remarked,
"Well, you should be like that
grasshopper instead!"
The grasshopper certainly
did not worry about the results of

his efforts. In fact, there was no

way he could even comprehend

the impact he had. He did not
strive or struggle. He simply did
was he was created to do: jump.
In the same way, God does

not wait for us to do drastic or
incredible things. He does not
ask for dazzling successes. He
asks for wholehearted obedience
and faithfulness.
As Mother Teresa remarked,

"At the end of the day, it is not

your work anyway. It is God's
work, and you are a just a weak
instrument in His hands." He
certainly does not need our
efforts or our work. Yet He
allows us to offer ourselves to

Him as a sacrifice of joy.
Brother Lawrence wrote:

"Because we have such a short
time to live, we should spend our

remaining time with God. Even
suffering will be easier if we are
with Him. but without Him, even

the greatest pleasures will be joy
less."

Offer your heart to Him at

every moment. Do not worry
about the results of your labor,

because they are not in vain (1
C o r. 1 5 : 5 8 ) .

Instead, simply do what you
were created for, and do it with

intense, passionate joy! Go out
in faith, with love and humility,

If you give God permission,
He will do incredible things with
you: whether you know it or not.

M L K J r. v e r s u s t h e P r e s i d e n t s :
Students offer opinions about celebration

of MLK Jr. Day opposed to other holidays
Racial reconciliation

more imporant for school

holidays should be observed with
a day off from school and which

"1 believe celebrating MLK JR.

days are not a.s important.

day is much more important for
our country to recognize. I know

political holiday which has many
racial and ethnic themes; these

Reverse descrimination

hinders holiday choice
It's just as incorrect to

observe MLK Jr. day and NOT

themes .seem to be more /jV? f

King. Jr. wasn't

important and more note-

a perfect man.,but he was 'thef
leader' for aj^
movement that] '
is

Martin Luther King Jr. Day is a

worthy than the past pres-

idents of our country.

still

c o u n t r y, t h e y
have left noth
ing to debate
and

n

cause

o

dents who arc looking for a
diverse campus.

itage infiuences which political

a shining

example: Three
menraised the flag
Ground Zero after
the 9/11 attacks.

were of
Caucasion

ethnicities were CHANGED in a

hi my opinion 1 would love

photograph: one became ol Asian

i:hor

origin.

However, when recognized

descent, one of African descent
and one Caucasian.
Now...! understand that they

were attempting to recognize the

multicultural ethnicity of oin

Faculty

George Fox's Quaker her

tion. Here's

George Pox co«inues

Michael Shear

Presidents' Day as break
beneficial for students

called reverse

for this honorable act. the mens'

ty, but until this last year, we did
n't take MLK. Jr. day off. Now I

that may have on high school stu

and others. It's

Martin Luther
Jr.'s focus on
racism is a timeless bat-

that this is a Christian universi

genius to figure out what impact

Day, Labor Day,

All three

for

which to
fight.

don't think you need to be a

observe Presidents

discrimina-

Though past presidents
have shaped our

mine stated she- would rather

ing the issue of "mandatory"
chapel as being the main prob

the

determined the cause of the fire

that Martin Luther

L E T T E R S

had

country... But it is simply innappropriate to CHANGE who ihe.se

Daniel Predoehl

men really are!
Do you think that this would
have been done if all the men had
been Black?

Freshman

Monique Brown

that having Presidents' Day off

woud
l hemuchntorebene^ca
i,

Freshniiw
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OPINION
p

Vtid-semester break discussion
Which holiday should be honored with a
day off of school: MLK Jr. or Presidents?
deserves honors Presidents take precedence
MEI. POWi?Ps
Guest Wrrter

I know that many of my
fellow Americans would like
to see me rise to my feet wav

ing the stars and stripes,
demanding a holiday to honor
our nation's leaders.

But frankly, if I had to

tice, not pal ourselves on the
back because we happen to be
well-fed and free.

STEPHEN GIRDNER

Staff Writer

Second, I believe Martin

On Monday, February 18,

Luther King deserves to be
honored. The presidents of

I and most of the rest of us at

our country are filling a very

Fox went about our lives just
like we would on any other

challenging position, but they

Monday.

are elected by popular vote,

It was not until mid-after

1 have nothing against Martin
Luther King Jr. Day, but 1 do
have a significant complaint
about the priority it was given
over Presidents' Day. For
some reason a holiday honor

m i l
"Which holiday should
be honored with a day
off of school: MLK Jr.
Day or Presidents^ Day?"
George Fox administration

moved the spring mid-semester break
to MLK Jr.'s Day a few years ago. In

doing so, the break now falls at the
second week of classes.

There are other holidays such as
Presidents' day, Veterans Day, and
Good Friday that are not honored at
all. Should MLK Jr. Day be honored

ing a man who was significant
in the civil rights movement is

more than others?

given higher priority than a
holiday designated to honor
both George Washington and

replace our mid-semester break?

Is it the most practical day to

paid a decent salary, and
greatly revered.
Every mom wants her
child to grow up and be pres

noon when I finally got off of

Presidents' Day.
First of all, there is quite

ident of the United States, but

were closed, the Post Office

nation's greatest Presidents.
Was Martin Luther King,

'Presidents' day. Political correct

no mom wants her child to

was closed, the schools were

Jr., greater than Washington

ness aside, it 's the logistically better

enough "I Love America!"

grow up and be a martyr for
civil rights.

closed, and most of the other

and Lincoln combined? I think

businesses had something in
their window signifying that it
was Presidents' Day.
Back on campus, the only
indicator that that Monday
was any different than any
other Monday was the elabo

not!

make a choice, I would say
that Martin Luther King Day
should be celebrated over

paraphernalia floating around
the country. Even Wendy's
and Burger King proudly pro
claim USA pride on their

King went against
extreme adversity to make

campus and realized it was
Presidents' Day. There were
flags everywhere. The banks

marquees, right beside the lat
est cheeseburger deal. I'm

great leaps in improving
poverty, racism, and stereo
types, but the journey is far

rather tired of the endless

f r o m o v e r.

bumper stickers, billboards,
antenna flags.

People who believe that
racism is a thing of the past

rate decoration of the Bmin's

are in denial.

Week.

Quite frankly, because of

this egocentric wave of patri

Unless we get off our

Den—for Cultural Celebration

Abraham Lincoln, two of our

So maybe the reason for

Yo u d e c i d e . . .

holiday, since we now have our
^bnid" semester break like one week

this choice of observance has

after we get back from Christmas

more to do with the date of the

vacation. It doesn^t moke sense."

holiday. If that were the case, I
would much rather have a day
off halfway between
Christmas Break and Spring
Break than a day off only
seven days after I get back
from Christmas Break.

■Tesse Atav

Sophomore
7 think we should get both days off.
MLK Jr. was an important activist,
and many presidents have done

otism, many ethnic groups
and minorities, especially
those of Arabic descent, are

high USA-pride horse and

Maybe if George Fox had
a tendency to ignore national

realize that we can make a

holidays, I would have been

Day falls a whole lot closer to

many good things, so I think that we
should recognize both of them." ^

difference. King's dream will

s a t i s fi e d w i t h t h i s l a c k o f

mid-semester than does MLK

Tvler Delano-Johnson

s u ff e r i n g .

only exist in a history book.

patriotism, but that has not

Celebrating Martin
Luther King Day is celebrat

been the case. In fact, back in

Jr. Day.
The whole Designed with

Sophomore

As Americans, we are

one of the most privileged
societies in the world. We
should use our liberty to

improve poverty and injus

ing liberty, equality, and jus

January, the school canceled
all classes one Monday in

tice. That is what America

order

s t a n d s f o r.

Luther King Jr. Day.

to

observe

Martin

And, in fact. Presidents'

Diversity theme has gone too
far when preference is given
to Martin Luther King Jr. day
over Presidents' Day.

"Presidents' Day, hands down...
Where would we be without our

Presidents? Where would we be

without Martin Luther King Jr.?
There is a difference... (And MLK
Day comes far too soon in the

semester to be called a holiday any
way}."
. To s h H u n t e r
Senior

"Presidents' Day is perfectly placed
between the start of our semester
and our spring break. It makes
absolutely no sense to have our only

day off a week in to the semester.
We can celebrate MLK Jr. Day a
hundred times as much, for all I

care; but please don't waste our
only day off when nobody needs it!"
David Panther

Sophomore

Out of the students and
faculty surveyed...

Slarch
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tastebuds

Bored of the Bon? Local restaurants offer an escape for y

Lupitas' serves authentic Mexican

Morgan's Cellar brings first-rate taste to Newberg
ADRIENNE

DORSEY

MARTINEZ

Contributing Writer

The Stuffed Chicken entrde

tastebuds. The dessert could eas

was filled with spinach, blue

ily serve four after a large meal —

cheese, hazelnuts and cranberries

and covered with a delicate rasp

Morgan's Cellar
Address:

berry sauce. The chicken had a
crispy lopping and was tender

I5U3 Portland Rd.

i n s i d e . A l l o f t h e fl a v o r s i n t h e

Newberg, OR
Phone: (503) 554-0433

Stuffed Chicken combined to
create a delicious meal.

The Veal entree was equally

Hours:

N4on.-Sun. dinner 5-10 p.m.
Mon-Sal, lunch 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sun. brunch 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Morgan's Cellar is the
newest upscale restaurant to
grace Newberg, and it is worth
visiting. Located within walking
distance of campus, Morgan's

enly. The three layers of cake

were rich and tantalizing to the

lightly seasoned.

Copy Editor
REBECCA

and long green beans that were

we could barely finish half.
We highly recommend this
restaurant for special occasions,
such as a romantic dinner date.

Spring Formal, graduation, or
when the parents want to take
you somewhere nice while they
are in town.

The prices of entrees range

enjoyable. The veal was tender
and juicy, with a unique "melting
in your mouth sensation." It was

from $10.95 for the Fettuccine
Alfredo to $21.95 for the New

combined with a delectable

York Steak. Desserts are typical

gravy sauce and tasty vegetables.
The best part was dessert.

ly $4.95, and include Creme

We decided to split Morgan's

and

Brulee, Apple Crisp, Snicker Pie,
Old

Fashioned

food with home-cooked care
Staff Writer

le fare!

Address:

312 Ferry Street

ladas, tacos, tamales, tortas;
nachos (meat and bean with

Dayton, OR 97114

cheese), quesdillas, fajitas, chiles

Hours:

rellenos, shrimp dishes, chips &
salsa, and rice and beans

Pudding, as well as other fine

Ganache Cake, which was heav-

choices.

Mon.-Sat., 11 a.ni.- 6:30 p.m.;

rancheros, menudo (beef tripe

Summer:

soup), cabeza ranchera (cow

Mon-Sat., 11 a.m.- 7:30 p.m.;

(chicken breast with mushroom's
and onions served over a bed of

Lupita's Mexican Food

rice & topped w/cheese)
Beverages: pop, rice water,

Restaurant in Dayton offers
aiiu
i i i c i i u i ^ service in a
quick and
friendly
quicK

meals and desserts. We

dined on a Monday
evening, and were
immediately seated by
the friendly wait staff.

clean establish

(authentic, imported) bottled

ment. This is

Jarritos fruit juice and pop, and

good, honest,

GFU-banned alcoholic drinks

s i m p l e

Desserts:

Mexican food.
This
small
restaurant has

bars/sandwiches

the

want

building at 1505

to

Meatless Choices: "Wet"

(with red enchilada sauce) vege
tarian burrito—which features

beans, seasoned rice, lettuce, and
cheese sauce (I also added

get

Portland Road, has

away from it

warm yellow and bur

all.

chopped tomatoes, sour cream,
and guacamole to mine); chiles

The portion
sizes range

gundy walls, dimmed
lighting and impres

cream

Recommended/Sampled

atmosphere that
is great if you

which is located in the

ice

Dishes:

simple decor
and a quiet

The restaurant,
of

head-no jokel-with ranchero
sauce), and arroz con polio

Sun. 10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
Dine-in or take-out

tic, warm atmosphere
and serves exquisite

level

Specialties: steak, huevos

Sun. 10 a.m-3 p.m.

Cellar offers a roman

lower

Food Served
The basics: burritos, enchi

Winter:

Bread

Triple Decker Chocolate

and authentic Mexican food, sans
Taco Bell wrappers and facsimi

VAT.ERIE DQKSEY

reileno.s (features mild California

sionistic art. There is a

from

tranquil fountain locat

quite large. The

chiles filled with cheese, and
then enrobed with egg, wrapped
with a com or flour tortilla, and

ed in the middle of the

sauces are fair

topped with ranchero sauce); and

dining area, and

ly mild and

cheese enchilada platter (two

Roman statues accent

could stand to

cheese enchiladas served with

the walls.

b e s p i c i e r, t o

rice and refried beans)

We chose to sam

small

pack

ple the Stuffed Chicken

"heat."

a n d Ve a l e n t r e e s . B o t h

Some

entrees were satisfying
and elegantly presented

to

Dishes with Meat: Burrito

more

Verdes (shredded pork meat bur
of

rito topped with green salsa

the

CAROLINA GERMAIS Wishes, such as

sauce and shredded cheese); bur

wh
i ^w
' hp
l ^edTotmres Morgans' Cea
l r of Newberg ofers gourmet food n
i an ee
l gant atmosphere. ""o
i' up",

rito or enchilada supreme (fea

-

sounded

Chevy s Fresh Mex is a fun, fast dining experience might be worth
trying!
I would recommend
STEPHEN GIRDNER

Staff Writer
Clievy's Fresh Mex
Address:

which they were prepared. They

restaurant to anyone wishing to

Southwest

the

were still very good, but were a

Mexican music permeated the

notch down in quantity and qual
ity than the fajitas I have had at

escape the large, noisy restaurant

theme

and

building, unaccompanied by the
cigarette smoke that is often pres
ent in a Mexican restaurant.

(Just East ofi-5 at the i-5.217

Because the building was

Hours:

large and sufficiently staffed, we
were seated without undue delay.
Five minutes later, we had placed
our order, and were eating hot,

S u n . - T h u r s . 11 a . m . - 1 0 : 3 0

fresh tortilla chips and sipping

p.m.

Strawberry lemonades.

Plume: (503) 620-7700

Fri.-vSat. 11 a.m. - JI p.m.

If you like Mexican food,
you arc probably used to a pleas
ant atmosphere, and very good

food that lakes a long time to pre

A f t e r w e h a d fi n i s h e d o u r

two huge platters of steaming
food: chicken fajitas and cheese

To our suqirisc, the waiter
stopped at our table and served us

enchiladas.

The after-church crowd was just

Both were very good, but the

starting to leave when we walked

betrayed the haste with

March 1,2002

plates and bringing us the bill$22.46.

The experience was a good
one and will probably be repeat
ed sometime in the next month.
The atmosphere and service were

lower than at comparable restau

experience.
Chevy's last Sunday after church.

waiter was prompt in clearing our

waiter came out with a large plat

have to wait a half hour.

scene and craving mild, simple

Price Range: $0.50-$7.95

felt like stuffed turkeys. The

good, the food was almost great,
the wait was amazingly short,

ter of food and we wished aloud
that it was ours and we would not

enchilada platters (served with
plain rice and refried beans)

any other Mexican restaurant.
Thirty minutes later, we both

first glass of lemonade and the
basket of chips, we settled in for
the wait. After five minutes, our

pare and is u.sually fairly costly.
Chevys offers a fun alternative to
this common Mexican dining
A friend and I headed over to

this

in at 1:45 p.m. The predominant

14991 Bangy Road
Lake Oswego. OR 97035
intersection)

tures shredded meat, seasoned
rice, cheese, lettuce, and sour
cream and topped with enchilada
sauce and shredded cheese; and
soft tacos or shredded meat

pretty

and the prices were generally

Practice

Made Perfject
n
i thenLurXrisdeclKZ
careers in rnmni ' vou for rewarding

rants.

If you want the very best in
Mexican food, Chevys is not the
place to go, but if you are like

most people and you do not have

half the day to sit and wait for
food, Chevys is for you.

Learn more about our graduate programs:

yNaturopathi
Pfncture &
Ore
i ntalMedcin
ie
c Medicine
Nutrition

Chevys makes an excellent

choice for quality Mexican food
m a timely fashion.
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PN, predict: who will bring home the Oscars?

E^^JiDl£lC£No
-—
Writer
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—

thoiicrh

Ir.
.
though, is agai
nst Baz•Luhrmann

( Moulin Rouge"), who didn't

5 don't know if therp'« o

.

^

last year is a definite

Washington is the
right choice, and I

than
Hawke s ( Training Day")Ewelldeserved Supporting Actor nom- onrek" competes against "Monster's
mauon, I'm also happy to see Inc." for Best animated Feature Film.
^

campaign for a Best Picture nom

ination and not only didn't get it,
but got out-nominated by
Monsters Inc. four categoris to
two: the two movies will compete

So again, it's "Mind" vs.

-

rr

rv

www.oscar.coni
vy
.CUJ

receive a nomination for Best

Director. The field was tough this
year, but Luhrmann and Nolan

were the year's most daring

directors, and deserved recogni
tion.

"A Beautiful Mind" is nomi

reviews, so she's out.
I think Nicole

ly win?

Kidman ("Moulin

the wrong choice is made for

Rouge") deserves it,

Best Picture ("Shakespeare in

but it's more likely a
tossup between Sissy
Spacek ("In the Bedroom") and
Halle Berry ("Monster's Ball").
I'd bet on Spacek.
However, since there was

enough support for Zellweger to

nated for 8 Academy Awards.
Best Director: Even when

Love,'! "Gladiator"), the Best

Director is usually chosen wisely.
Unfortunately, no one ever

"Rings". A slightly dishon
est but critically loved biog
raphy vs. an incredible fan

tasy epic that many critics dis
liked, and again I have to pick "A
Beautiful Mind" just because it
makes

the

most

sense.

If

Luhrmann had been nominated I

would pick "Moulin Rouge" (my
choice) as the surprise winner.

wins without a nomina
tion for Best Picture as

well, so rule out my per
sonal choice Ridley Scott

("Black Hawk Down")
and David Lynch

Now, here's my
analysis of the four

("Mulholland Drive").

major categories:

Robert

Best Actor: Sean

Altman

("Gosford Park") has

Penn was wonderful, but

made some terrible anti-

won't win because there

American statements and

is way too much critical

probably shot himself in

w w w . o s c a r . o o m

the foot, despite his life- Renee Zellweger could be a sur-

dislike of "I Am Sam.".

Will Smith probably

time achievements

would have won if "Ali"
hadn't failed at the box
o f fi c e .
T fi e r e ' s

www.o.scar.com

Judi Dench ("Iris")
got a lot of negative

not

www.o.scar.com

for Best Animated Feature. This
is more evidence of the

enough support for "In "Moulin Rouge" have a

Academy's bias against spring

out Tom Wilkinson. That leaves get nominated for "Bridget

movies.

Russell Crowe ("A Beautiful Jones' Diary," I wonder if there
Mind") and Denzel Washington could be enough for her to actual-

The most amazing snub.

ation of the voters.

Best Actress:

Heasant Surprises: I'm

spent $15 million on a publicity

because of Altman's alien

think he'll win.

comments about the nominees-

out of everything. "Shrek" also

above, movies don't win
without nominations for
their directors. Rule out
"Gosford Park" also

never won before.

dose of my personal opinion
P'fst, let me make some

Disappointing Snubs:
"Memento." my choice for Best
Picture and Best Director
(Christopher Nolan), was shut

Best Picture: Rule out

"Moulin Rouge" and "In the
Bedroom" because. Just like

disadvantage, and
Washington has

isrjssirrr""
;-w.t.K.,?rcr„7
lowing ,s my synthesis of what I
have read, mxi ed wtih a heatlhy

lead categories. And I'm defi
nitely happy Royal Tenenbaums
was not nominated for anything
more than screenplay. ^

—

but the fact he won

season. As an obsessive studen

Am Sam") were nominated in the

-

Most critics are picking Crowe,

thing I enjoy more than Oscar

fJones
R^eeDiaZellweger
("Bridget
ry") and Sean
PennC'I

-

("Training Day").

the Bedroom," so rule shot at Best Picture?

The award will go to
either Ron Howard ("Beautiful

but I guess there's not enough

Mind") or Peter Jackson ("Lord

support.

of the Rings"). I'm going to
guess that there's too much nega
tivity surrounding "Rings" in
Academy circles, so they'll give

of the candidates and happy

it to Howard.

Oscar season!

The Oscar ceremony will be

broadcast live on ABC 5 p.m.
Sunday, March 24. Go see some

Talent and hilarity make Garrett's "Much Ado" a success story
CAROL

BFACKBURN

StajfWHter
Andrew Garrett's rendition
of Much Ado About Nothing

Shakespeare is a fine play, but it

Tibbs.Thc hilarity of the show is

cannot be enjoyed to its full with
out the actors to perform it. Our
own Ben Weinert played the
regal yet humorous Don Pedro,

greatly attributed to his side
splitting and outrageous antics.
A large shout-out goes also
to the technical theater persons of

the Prince of Count Claudio.

this production, who designed the

brought Shakespeare's colorful
story of love, villainy, and humor
to the Newberg High School and

NHS students Chris Goodwin

costumes, set and lights so beau
tifully.

Wood-Mar Auditorium stages

respectively.

and Brandon Owen played
Claudio and Senor Benedick,
The evil Don John, brother

last week.

This group of extremely tal

to the noble Prince was played by

ented students from Newberg

Tr e v o r H e s t e r o f

High School and George Fox

CPU, and his
Borachio

well as the characters, to the
delight of the audience.
Much Ado is the story about

Conrad
Fisher
from

love and wish to be married.

played the love
ly Hero and

give their approval, and all seems
well.
C A R O L I N A G E R VA I S

However, a desire tor

Chris Goodwin, Hannah Manley, Ben Weinert, and
Prince's brother, who feels the David Hofmann look on as Claudio professes his love
special treatment and position for Hero in a rehearsal at Newberg High School.
due to him has been bestowed on
revenge lurks in the scowls of the

live

her
m

stead,
of the Prince. The two
. andJit is service
.

revealed that she was not dead at
all, but waiting patiently until her
virtue was proved faithful.
Shakespeare's plays all have

horrible truth of their deception
After publicly accusing -

sub-plots, and this famous come-

both believe the lady

wit and humor of the play come
from the young woman s cousin,

the young lover and hi.s nnc

dy is no exception. Much oi the

.slain by their harsh words. Bu al Beatrice, and her testy rival,
is made well when the young
man vows to marry anot er
March J. 2(K12

NHS.

Hannah Manley

Both his Prince and her father

his manservant bring to ig

and

Randy Pine

young woman. Hero, who fall in

fuly, until the drunken boasts of

and
were

played by Jared

a young man, Claudio, and a

grace Hero, and does so success

absolutely fabulous .show.
Congratulations, Andrew, on a
job well done.

s i d e k i c k s

gave vibrant life to the story, as

the young lover. He seeks to

All in all, this was an

Benedic, another .soldier in the

Elizabeth Fuller

played Beatrice,
the swom bachelorette.
The

most

entertaining of

profess to hate each other, and

all was the noto

have vowed never to marry any
o n e . T h e P r i n c e , h o w e v e r,
schemes against them, and with

the "learned"

the help of almost all the other

speech dyslexia

characters, devises to convince
each of the sincere love of the
other. The plan works, and so the

and a case of

witty rivals woo each other.

GFU's

The story as written by

rious Dogberry,
constable with

mild insanity,
portrayed by
own

M a t t h e w
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A & E

Switchfoot, Third Day coming to rock
C A R O L I N A G E R VA I S

according to the band's press

A&E Editor

release.

Third Day will be thrilling

The ASC activities commit

if you missed Switchfoot's
electric performance in Bauman
Auditorium Feb. 15, you'll be
happy to learn that the good peo
ple at Ground Floor events are

fl o o r e v e n t s . c o m .

the crowds at the Salem Armory

tee will be selling 100 student

March 9 and 10 on their "Come

tickets for $10, from 4-6 p.m.

Together" tour. Bebo Norman,

o u t s i d e t h e A S C o f fi c e . T i c k e t s

an increasingly popular artist

can also be purchased from

among Fox students, will be
opening.

Ground Floor Events at $14 for

bringing two more

The band touts this tour

as their best ever, and if

acoustically intense per

Corner on

Creativity

formances to the Portland

their increasingly sophisti

area this month.

cated sound is any indica

The praise-packed
"and emotion-charged wor

tion, the show is sure to be

ship music of Sonicflood
will be busting the walls
of our very own Bauman

Day fans.

Auditorium, March 15 at

excitement on Third Day's
Web site, "We're starting
at square one and shaping
each song to the best it can
be. I'm personally totally

Men and their cars line prosperous streets like

Vision's child sponsorship
as well as the organiza

ready to rock. I'm also
looking forward to some
sweet worship."

a best friend. Cold wheels driveby.

tion's American Families

T i c k e t s f o r t h e fi r s t

Assistance Fund, desig
nated to provide relief for

show are sold out, but

a must-see for all Third

B a s s p l a y e r Ta i
Anderson expresses his

7:30 p.m. Sonicflood's
Resonate Tour is spon
sored by World Vision.
The band will be speaking
on

behalf

of

World

some tickets remain for

www.ihivdday.coni the Sunday, March lOper-

the families and individu

als affected by the Sept. Brad Avery sports some patriotic flare formance.'Floor seats are

11 terrorist attacks. at Third Day's Dallas concert in Feb. $21.50, genera! seats are

Stray

links in a chain, yet I only have a permit. I've
admired many obnoxiously beautiful vehicles, souls
whose engines barked while I panted to be
killing another piece of vibrant night, but
I was warm, a black cat, pumng.

In your old, pale beater, with paint chipping off like
fingemaii.s, you recognized me undemeatli vexed
claws of well-practiced anxiety. Curiously,

Joining
S o n i c fl o o d
on
.
$19
and
groups
of
10
or
their 35-city tour are Word advance tickets and $12 to more can get in for $17. They can
recording artist Kelly Minter and groups of 10 and more. Visit be purchased through Ground

you don't seem to mind my wounds, bleeding

worship artist Jason Ingram, their website at www.ground- Floor Events.

continue to gather and cars still crash, but both settle

WWI movie offers warning for today
has gripped not only Germany
but many nations and people

Picture, it did very poorly in
other countries, particularly in

"All Quiet on the Western

throughout history.
Although produced in 1930,

Europe. Being banned in most
European and British nations, the

Front," an ironic title for a movie

t h e fi l m c o n t a i n s v i v i d b a t t l e

fi l m b e c a m e c o n t r a b a n d a n d

that deals with one of the most

scenes that caused several people

famous at the same time. The

violent periods in history. World

to leave the cinema theatre dur

Wa r I f o r e v e r s c a r e d t h o s e t h a t

ing it's preview screening.

"former enemies" of Germany all
had their reasons for finding the

participated in it and sowed the
seeds for future European and

Director Lewis Milestone, who
won the Academy Award for Best

movie offensive. The French, for

W o r l d c o n fl i c t s . T h e fi l m i s

Director with this film, employed

(Pseudonym for Erich Paul

their countrywomen with a loose
sense of morality.
Even in Remarque's home
land of Germany it was deemed a

Remark - the family name,

"Jewish movie" as it attacked

Kramer, spelled backwards) and

nationalism and the German's

AARON

WARKENTIN

Contributing Writer

based on the book written by
Erich Maria Remarque

sense of pride. Theatres that

during World War I and his life in

played the film were firebombed
by Nazi agitators and stores that
sold Remarque's book were

"All Quiet on the Western

Front" was the first major anti

ordered to cease and desist. But

war film of the sound era. and

as with all dictatorships, the gov

unlike most films produced later,
it removed the glamour and pride

ernment was the only one com
plaining about the film. The

German people apparently felt
quite differently, as the book sold

many associated with with war
and its destruction. The 1930

film docs not hide Remarque's

over one million copies in its first

cynicism toward nationalism and

year of printing in 1929.
By 1933 the book and film

those who glorify death in battle.
The story offers a sharp criticism

were required burning at Nazi

of governing powers who wield
soldiers like toys.

rallies. Remarque fled Germany

T h e fi l m f o l l o w s t h e l i v e s o f

a visage bright as teeth, while you show me your
soft scars, and smile, offering politely, to let me. drive.

- Tennille Wright

his Germany citizenship in 1938.
Such is the life of those that

The Storm
The stomi suixounds me.
The skies above seem to be

moving under the weight of the clouds.
Lightning tears the sky, and
1 feel my insides stiiTed.

Rams beat the pavement, blanketing

the sound of the pulse in my temples.

My chest is pounding as
thunder crashes over sea,

and 1 can see the torrents comin«^

The storm is here.
My breath is short.

I lift my face to the sky.

to Switzerland in 1932 and lost

Paul Baumer and his fellow

Gennan classmates from the time

former German soldiers living in
Los Angeles to critique the

disillusionment with a society
that views war as a game, to their

actors, uniforms, film props and
landscape to make the film more

ing to his former school teacher,

eventual death in battle. The film

authentic. Milestone went to

begins with a schoolteacher

die for your country. The first
bombardment taught us better.
When it comes to dying for coun

and dying for the sake of the

great lengths to capture the feel
ing of battle and remain faithful
to Remarque's critically-

Fatherland and future genera

acclaimed book.

tions. The teacher's lack of con-

• Although the movie did very

cem for the lives of youth shows

well in the United States and won

the effects of the war fervor that

the Academy Award for Best

Rebecca Dupree

speak of truth.

they enlist in the army with
dreams of glory to their steady

espousing the virtues of fighting

down come a warm day. like animals venturing for
their dreaming spot in the sun. Soon I see a break,

instance, felt the film portrayed

is based on his own experience
the trenches.

fiercely on your faded vinyl. Clouds

The hero of the film, Paul

Baumer said it best when speak
"You still think it's beautiful to

try, it's better not to die at all."

Information taken from
http://www.moviedivn rom ^nd
http://www.bomc.com/archives/1

If you would like to shar^ .

short stories or artwork wuTn^r""^

contact the A&E editor r , please

^oxmaiL * Caroium Gervais via

929/a_westem_front.html.

iMardX
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itworth finds the Lady Bruins' achilles heel
^EQ3Xbuskhart
Stajf Writer

As the old myth goes, the
mighty warrior Achilles was

With Nicole Prazeau

c o n -

tributing nine of her team-high
19 points, the Bruins outscored
the Pirates 17-10 to start the sec

flawless except for his heel ond half and took their largest
which was susceptible to pain- lead of the game, 50-42, with
11.43 to play. But Whitworth

his one downfall.

The Whitworth College

went on an 8-0 run over the next

Pirates struck the mighty warrior

four minutes to forge a 50-50 tie

Feb. 21 at the Whitworth Field
house, defeating the Bruins 6658 in the Northwest Conference

Sarah Myhre's lay-up put

taown as GFU Thursday night

at 7:45.

George Fox back in front for the

last time, 52-50, but a short

made 15-17 free throws in the
second half.

Prazeau's 19 points left her
with 1,133 in her career, 7th all-

time in George Fox history.
Doud and Darby Cave added 10

Thompson, a senior point guard
from Colton, Ore., was named to

around basketball players ever to

t h e A l l - N W C S e c o n d Te a m .

suit up for the Bruins, stepped up

AH three played major roles
in the Bruins' highly-successful
2001-02 campaign in which they

to First Team this year after earn

Prazeau, one of the best all-

ing Second Team honors each of
the past two seasons. She was
2nd on the team in scoring put
ting up285 points, 11.4 ppg while
averaging 4.4 rebounds a game
and ranking 4th in the conference

each, while Doud made it a dou
ble double with 10 rebounds as

were 20-5 overall, 11-5 and tied

well. Thompson had four assists

were nationally ranked through

and one steal, finishing 3rd all-

out most of the season.

time in assists with 398 and 2nd
all-time in steals with 235.

Goldcn State Conference honors

in three-point field goal percent
age with .371, 10th in scoring,

Three members of the 2001-

in her freshman and sophomore

and 14lh in three-point field

for third in the conference, and

Doud, who earned AIl-

Women's Basketball Tournament
semi-final game to advance to the

seasons

at

goals with a big 23,0.92 3-pt per

IB i o 1 a

game.

On the all-time George Fox

championship game Saturday

I U nivcrslty

The Pirates have been a
thorn in the side of the Bruins all

I before irans' ferring to

charts, she is 7th in scoring with
1,114 career points, 10th in

I George Fox

assists with 181, and tied for 10th
in steals with 130.

down the No. 2 seed in the con

I last year,
I leads the
I Bruins in
I scoring with

ference tournament, and keep

14.2 ppg. 181

the Bruin leader in assists with a

I rebounds. 7.2
Irpg, threeI point field

120,4.80 apg, steals with a mon
umental 76,3.04 spg, and assiststo-tumovers ratio with 120-42,
2.86:1, categories in which she

I percentage

also leads the conference.

Feb. 23 at PLU.

season, defeating the Bruins 74-

64 in Spokane and 69-67 in
Newberg last Saturday to nail

1356 points,

their season alive and improved
to 18-8 while ending the George
Fox season at 20-6.

There were 10 lead changes
in the first half, most in the early
and late moments of the period.
After George Fox took an early
4-0 lead on a jumper by Amy

I goals and

Thompson repeats from last
year as a Second Team selection
after receiving Honorable
Mention two years ago. She is

putting up

Thompson also ranks 14tli in

37-77, .481.

the NWC in blocked shots with

and

free

10,0.40 bpg, while averaging 6.9

and

points and 4.6 rebounds a game.
On the all-lime George Fox

Fitch and two free throws by

throws

Becky Thompson, Whitworth

percentage

took off on an 18-6 run, capped
by a Whitworth three-pointer, for

with

an

charts, she stands 3rd in career

impressive

assists with 394 and 2nd in steals

an 18-10 lead with 10:46 left.

63-77, .818.

The Bruins scratched their

way back and retook the lead, 2826. on a three by Thompson with
2:07 left.
Back-to-back

Whitworth

baskets gave the Pirates a 30-28
lead, but Emily Ruggles' rebound
basket and free throw made it 3130 Bruins with 37 seconds left.
Whitworth scored again with
28 seconds left, but Heather

LUISDAWBLR

Nicole Prazeau goes to the hoop against a Whitworth defender. .
jumper by Whitworth and two
key free throws at 5:24 gave the
Pirates a lead they would not
relinquish.
The teams swapped three
baskets apiece over the next two

George Fox halftime lead.

the NWC in three-point and free

ball team, Doud, Prazeau, and

throw percentage, 4th in scoring,

improve on this season's success.
The Bruins return a talented cast,

Thompson, were given 2001-02

5th in rebounding, 6th in field

including five remarkable fresh

All-Northwest

Conference

Women's Basketball honors,

jumper at 3:23 got the Bruins
within two at 60-58, the Pirates

from Corvallis, Ore., and

sank all six of their free throws

Prazeau, a senior wing from

Bruins did not score. Whitworth

Portland, Ore., were named to the
A l l - N W C F i r s t Te a m , w h i l e

Doud canned a short jumper with
14 seconds remaining for a 33-32^ the rest of the way while the

The Bruins will look to

i n

02 George Fox women's basket

according to voting by the
league's nine coaches.
Doud, who is a senior post

minutes, but after Prazeau's

with 234, needing 10 more steals
t o b e c o m e t h e a l l - t i m e l e a d e r.

goal percentage at .479 and men: Myrhe, Thomas, Dunham,
three-pointers with 37, 1.48 3-pt Alexander, and Clark.
Returning also for the Bruins
per game, and 11th in steals sit
and looking to make a big impact
ting with 49,1.96 spg.
She is a three-time NWC

"Player of the Week" this season,
having been selected for the
weeks ofNov. 18-24.Dec. 10-23,

will be post Darby Cave who
played a major role in the team's

success this year after filling in
for Katie Lacey.

and Jan. 21-27.

Lady Bruins look to improve throughout season
srOTT priRKHART
Stajf Writer

The GFU women's tennis squad has
suffered a bit of the same fate as the men

and are off to a slow start. One bright spot
for the women's team is sophomore
Kristin Miller who has been playing

exceedingly well and so far at the start of

rretoVhas been a rock for the Brun
is

comn
i g up wtih some bg
i wn
i sn
i matches

Emily Krafft 9-7.
The only singles winner for the
Bruins, however, was Miller over Barton

6-2, 2-6, 6-3 at #3. Lewis & Clark win
ners were Schipani over Trefts 6-2,6-1 at
#1; Hogan over Selid 4-6, 6-1, 6-1 at #2;

„u.d

Bmn
i ^sTouWL
'n
i age ""y'
Northwest Conference women s

hereFrd
iayafternoon^eb.2.^
The Pioneers Sara^

Kristin Head took th (7-4),

UsaTrestf andAnneRobn
.sonJ^8^(7^J^
9-7, and the #3 doubles, Heid.
Mar^ 1.

H Sat. March 2 vs. Albertson 9 a.m.
A Sun. March 3 vs. Linlicld 4 p.m.

A Fri. M;irch 8 vs. Willamclle 2 p.m.

over Ingraham 6-2,2-6,6-2 at #6.
George Fox slipped to 1-1 on the

li Sat. March 9 vs. Pacific 2 p.m.

which would be Mar. 2 when the Bruins
host Albertson College at 9 a.m. in a nonconference match.
The women are currently sitting at l-

I for the sea.son and looking to improve

and build on some of last season's late
success. The Bruins women's team is a

very talented group of women that should
start to pull off some upsets in the confer

ence once the season gets underway and in
full swing.

The Bruins have some much-needed

leadership in returnees Selid, Trefts, and
but the Bruins bounced selid Miler, which wil undoubtedly spread to
#2 doubles. Miller j^j^^jsay Hogan the rest of the team once all the kinks are
over Kerrianne Barton „ .Qfaage and

MATCHES

Willner over Stagge 6-2, 6-3 at #4; Head
over Kromer 7-5, 6-1 at #5; and Krafft

season, and will try to get back over
as of late. Miler had a rough year last year young
the .500 mark a week from Saturday

but is showing everyone that this year she

YTPrOIVnNG

Rebecca Kromer over Laura Willner and

worked out.

H Sun. March 10 vs. Lewis & Clark
T B A

H - Home

Open 7:30-6 North St.
A = Away

Ext 2550 Annex

Fraterniries • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-52.000 this semester with the easy

Campusfundraiser.com tlirec hour fundraismg event. No

sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so caU
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campiistundraiser.com.

liisinr
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Despite long season, men go out with a bang
AARON

SCHAUMTZ

Staff Writer
The George Fox Men's bas
ketball season is over- and even

though the Bruins struggled all
year; they went out with a bang.
They closed the season with

as the lead changed II times in

with 29, Greene connected for

with 19 points in their first win

up in his first year. As a fresh

the

Jeff

20, Polynice had a career high

Greene, Woodley Polynice, and
Melvin played with unbelievable
heart, and pushed the Bruin lead

17, and Critters and Gay man

this season. This was Greene s
second season at Fox, after trans

led the team in assists. Voted the

fi r s t

half.

Seniors

ferring from the University of Most Inspirational player three
Colorado. He averaged 7.1 times by his teammates, Macy

rounded out the five Bruins in

double figures.

points a game during his career at

Polynice also had 10 boards

to four at halftime.

Fox, as well as 2.8 rebounds per

the Pirates in their last four meet

gave the Bruins their only win-

game.

every field goal the Bruins scored

ings in averaging 29 points,
unloaded early on in the second

less conference season in team

lineup last year, and proved

against Pacific. On his career, he

Linder joined the starting

front of the homecoming crowds
full of alumni and parents of stu

half. He lead the Bruin on a 31-

dents.

The first game was nothing

pushing the lead to 21 with 10
minutes to play. The crowd

n e w, a s t h e B r u i n s s a w t h e

could feel their frustration after a

Greene bounced back from a

Whitman Missionaries use big
runs to rout Fox. A 17-6 run to

long season draining out as the
Bruins were scoring from all over

start the second half broke the

the court.

14 run, .scoring 16 himself, and

game open, and the Missionaries

Whitworth, however, did an

never looked back en route to a

impression of the Bruins huge 23
c o m e b a c k w i n l a s t y e a r.

82-60 win over the Bruins.

Travis Mclvin, playing in his
last weekend as a Bruin, gave the
Bruins their only lead with an

continued to improve throughout
his career. This season, he had

for a double double. The loss

Melvin, who has destroyed

history.
Leaving the team this season
with a diploma are Greene,
L i n d e r, M e l v i n , M a c y, a n d
Polynice.

two home games in two days in

man, he averaged 9.8 points and

steady on both sides of the ball.
He averaged 5.7 points a game

during his career, and added 2.7

rebounds. Linder also had 133
blocks in his career, and finished

in the second half in a loss

averaged 9.6 points, 3.1 assists,
and 3.3 rebounds a game. He
also had a .742 free throw per
centage.

Melvin leaves the Bruins as

one of the most prolific scorers in
the schools 100-year basketball

history. Melvin finished his
career with 1,268 points, which

placed him 13th all tithe. Last
year, in the Bruins come from
behind win at Whitworth, Melvin
scored 24 in the second half
alone. He also scored 38 against

Outscoring the Bruins 21-7 in the
final five minutes, the Pirates

The Missionaries shot a

finally tied the game with one
minute left to go. The referees
then became the Bruins biggest
foe, making several questionable
calls in the waning seconds to

scorching .615 in the second half

give the Pirates a chance to take

to the Bruins .258. Jered Critters

the lead from the free throw line.

and James Macy both scored 10,
and Critters grabbed seven

Polynice, who had been
playing his best game as a Bruin,

points, and 2.4 assists per game.

boards. Sean Linder led the

went down with a dislocated

Bruins

assists.

shoulder with only 20 seconds to

pointers during his career.
Polynice played only one

Dropping their tenth straight, the
Bruins headed into its last game
of the season hoping to finally

go, and all looked lost for the
Bruins. Mark Cayman hit on a

season with the Bruins, but he

desperation shot with one second
to go, however, and the game was

squad. He scored on a rebound

early three, but Fox never really
had a chance, as Whitman simply
was not missing.

with

fi v e

get that first league win.
On a night where the Bruins
honored its departing seniors, the
Bruins set aside the shackles of a

sent into overtime. The overtime

period was back and fourth, with
two lead changes and two ties,

Willamette last year. Improving

throughout his career, Melvin
and Jordan Green teamed up last

year to form the highest scoring
tandem in the conference. On his
c a r e e r, M e l v i n a v e r a g e d 1 3
Melvin connected on 188 three

was a solid addition to the Fox

basket with 50 seconds to go to
LUIS

DAWBER

This year, senior James Macy was voted "Most
Inspirational Player" for the third time in his career.

give the Bruins a win against
SUNY Utica/Rome early in the
season in Las Vegas. His final
performance as a Bruin was his

disappointing season and put on a
show for the George Fox faithful.

but Scott Bierlink found a hole in
the Bruin defense and scored on a

detached retina suffered in the

with a .538 field goal percentage.

best, as he notched a double dou

Facing the Northwest Conference
playoff bound Whitworth Pirates,

lay-up to win the heartbreaker for

Bruins first game to help the

the Pirates.

B r u i n s o f f t h e b e n c h . I n h i s fi r s t

Macy had a red-shirt fresh
man year, and found himself

ble in the Bruins last game of the
season. Polynice averaged 8.5

game back, he lead the Bruins

immediately in the starting line

points and 3.2 rebounds a game.

the Bruins battled tooth and nail.

Melvin finished the game

Homecoming is memorable for GFU students
ERNIE

STURZINGER

Sports Editor
This

year's

2002

Homecoming Court Coronation
was spotlighted at halftime of the
men's basketball game last
Saturday evening.
Representing
the

minoring in ministries. Stillinger
in an engineering major.
The two juniors who were
chosen to represent the class of

Media and Music.
The class of 2002 is almost

done with their undergraduate
career, however, these six indi-

2003 were: Kristiane Sorestad

vuduals are representing their

from Connell, Wash, and Ben

class one last time.

McReynolds from Union, Ore.
Sorestad is double majoring in

Homecoming King went to
Tim Williams from Philomath,
Queen went to Heidi

class were: Suzic

Hardenburger of Albany,

Pinkerton from

Ore.

Portland, Ore.

S o c i o l o g y m a j o r.

and Chad Burns

Hardernburger is a

f r o m Q u i n c y,

Business Management

Wash. Pinkerton

major.
To r i
Taylor from Portland,

is an elementary
education major.
is

Williams

is

a

Ore. and John Felton
from Hillsboro. Ore. also

a

Interdisciplinary g

represented the senior
c l a s s . Ta y l o r i s a

major (Christian

Psychology major and

ministries

Felton

Spanish major/

&

is

a

Sociology).
The sopho

Communications major.

more class was

is Allison Kessler from

The third set of seniors

represented by

Cottage Grove, Ore. and

LUIS D.AWBl'.R jgff Kirksey from Toston,

two outstandins

George Fox stu- Members of the 2002 Homecoming Court react Mont. Kessler is an ele-

dents. Sarah to the crowning of their queen. mentary education major
Welstad

OLAPC = JOB

Ore. and Homecoming

freshman

Burns

E = mc2

from

with

a

minor

in

education-

Turner, Ore. and Chad Stillinger Spanish and Biology, al psychology. Kirksey is an
from Salem, Ore. Welstad has McReynolds is also double Organizational Communication
yet to decide on a major and is majoring in Communications major.

It's not Rocket Science!

OLAPC Job & Career Information Fair
April 3rd X. dfu

Register NOW at GFU Career Services
ook for more information in your Mailbox!

1,
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Staff Writer

seasJ.^l' offically opened on
season

Vaiennnes Day tn CHandter,
The Bruins, not wanting to

splits against Western Baptist
inning as well.

The umpire had to call the

game after six innings due in part
to the ten-run rule. Mike Beck

picked up the win on the mound
for the Bruins.

Later in the afternoon, the

get off to a slow start like last Bruins faced tough league oppo

year, came out swinging. As a nent Whitworth. Scott Hyde

team, Fox had 25 htis®n
i two

allowed the Pirates to score two

<Jay,and started off the season wi
th two wins.
The first game was against

them scoreless until the seventh.

R
a r oThe
f PBruins
i t t s bcollected
urghBradford.

12 hits, including five for extra
bases. Kyle Langeliers had two
doubles, and picked up where he

left of last year by batting 3-4 and

driving in four RBI's.

Eric Bell and Josh Sargent
both had doubles and Scott Hyde
had a triple, while Ryan
Dearinger notched three RBI's.
Wild all game, the UPB

pitchers hit eight Bruin batters,

two short of the NCAA Division

III record. On the board early

with an eight run second inning,
the Bruins never looked back.
They added six runs in the sixth

SPORTS

in the first inning, but then held

The game was over by the time
Whitworth scored again, as hot
Bruin bats once again put up dou
ble figure hits.
Fox put up four in the third

to break the game open thanks to
Seann Hammon and Mike
Halverson who had two RBI's
piece. As a team, the Bmins col
lected 13 hits.

over 5 1/3 innings. But Erik Aden

smashing the second homer of

knocked him out with a two out,
three run double.

After their first loss of the

score David Peterson, Travis

season, the Bruins concluded the

Maffey scored on a fielders

tournament in Arizona with a 6-0

choice grounder by Bell.
The second game of the twin

loss to Claremont-Mudd-Scripps
College. Once again, the Bruin

bill was a slug fest. Both teams

bats were cold, as they collected

scored four runs apiece by the
end of the third inning.

only five hits.
Returning home, the Bruins

had a week off before opening

The Bruins scored three
unearned runs in the second

their home schedule in a double

inning thanks to Kevin Tucker's

header against Western Baptist.

RBI double, and Langeliers, who

Frustrated, the Bruins put on
a show in their first home game

smashed the ball over some fenc

of

knot the game at four.
Not to be outdone. Bell

the

season.

Mike

UPcoivrfNr,

the game for the Bruins, Stephen
Donohue had an RBI single to

GAMES

H Fri. March ! vs.

Whitman 2:30 p.m.
H Sat. March 2 vs.

Eastern Oregon (DH)
12 p.m.
A Sun. March 3 vs.
ConcorcIia-Poj-tland

2 p.m.

ing they set up before the game to

Beck

allowed only three hits, the first
not coming until the end of the

A Sat. March 9 vs.

added another run to the score
board with a homer in the fourth

fourth. Beck struck out eight and
allowed only one mn in route to

Pacific (DH)
12 p.m.

to give the Bruins the lead.

his second win of the season.

The We.stem Baptist pitch
ing staff had seen enough, how

H Sun. MiU'ch 10 vs.

Dearinger doubled and Jake

ever, and the Warriors used a bit

8th inning to split the two games

Pacific 2 p.m.

Johnson hit a souvenir ball over

the wall in right center for the

After a great opening day in

On the offensive side, Ryan

which the Bruins committed no
errors, a fielding mistake cost
Fox four unearned runs and the

game. Baffled by the Hastings
College pitching staff, the Bruins

first time this season in the sec

connected for only three hits in a

ond inning. Though this was all
Beck would need. Fox wasn't

■6-2 defeat.

with a 7-5 victory.
The games put the Bruin
season record at 3-3, and they
retum to action Friday March 1

done.

in the first game of the Jugs

H = Home

In the fifth, Scott Hyde did
his best impression of Johnson,

Baseball Spring Classic against

A = Away

Cory Dixon pitched well for
the Bruins, as he scatterd six hits

H Thurs. March 14 vs.

Vanguard 2 p.m.

league foe Whitman.

Men's tennis squeeze in matches, but not wins
SCOTT

BURKHART

Staff Writer
The Bruins tennis season is off to a

rocky start with both the men and
women's squads still searching for their
fi r s t w i n o f t h e s e a s o n .

The Bruins have been slightly disad

lost the first men's tennis home match to

Chamberlain 8-1 at #2, and Kota Shiva

the Pioneers 6-1 Saturday on Feb. 23 here
at the GPU campus courts.

and David Ely downed Jeremy Johnston

The GFU-L&C match, scheduled for

The #1 doubles between the Bruins'

9 a.m., was almost an hour late starting

Joe Gonzales and David Neagle and the
Pioneers' Chris Upjohn and Brendan

because of slick courts.

The Pioneers were set to play in
Forest Grove at 2 p.m. that aftemoon, the
coaches agreed to halt play in doubles as

vantaged by not having as much training

soon as one team had secured two wins

time as the other schools in the conference

and thus the doubles point, and if any sin

due to the limiting factor that the only
GPU tennis facility that can be used for
practice is outdoors.

and Charles Weathers 8-2 at #3.

gles split sets, to use a tiebreaker as the
third set.

With those arrangements having been
made, Lewis & Clark opened play by tak

In a match that was shortened by rain
and Lewis & Clark's scheduled afternoon

Tommy Brasier and Zack Mann defeated

meeting at Pacific University, the Bruins

the Bruins' Jared Jost and Nate

ing the doubles point. The Pioneer's

Livingston was then not played due to the
poor weather conditions.
Neagle secured George Fox's only
win when he defeated Brasier 2-6,6-3, (73 TB) at #2 singles.
Lewis & Clark got wins from Upjohn
over Gonzales 6-2, 5-7, (8-6 TB) at #1;

at #6.

The George Fox men are now 0-2 on

the season and play again next 3 p.m.
Saturday March 2 at Linfield College.
U P C O M I N G
M AT C H E S

A Sat. March 2 vs. Linfield 3 p.m.

H Fri. March 8 vs. Willamette 2 p.m.
A Sat. March 9 vs. Pacific 2 p.m.

Mann won out over Jost 6-0, 6-2 at #3;

Livingston downed Chamberlain 6-1, 6-1
at #4; Tim Hopp of Lewis and Clark
defeated Johnston 6-0, 6-3 at #5; and Ely
took down Paul Headley 6-1,4-6 (8-6 TB)

A Sun. March 10 vs. Lewis & Clark

1 p.m.

Indoor track meet is good experience for Bruins
Rf

AfR

long jump with a mark of 21 -10, one inch

CASH

off the Bruin record.

Ben Salisbury, with a time of 49.97,

Sports Information Director

was just over a second off the 400-meter
dash record set by Ryan Chaney when he

as the George Fox track and field director.
"This was not a required meet for any
one - only those who wanted to go did but we took 19, and 18 participated.

a I4th-place finish by

record jumps oi ' ^ ^ g^uin indoor

Boatrlght also f a distance of
Baron

35-08, good for Jim

was 12th at 35-01. • men's indoor

"'^H^Tpo^ndweTghtthrowwth
ia

mark m the 35 P ,1,^ the

n
i Rohn
i son finsi hed 4th tn the

Melissa Matthews in
the women's 60meter dash (8.50); a
15th by Arlene
Burnham in the

GAMES

Our distance runners, for

won the NAIA National Indoor

Championship.
Other top 15 finishes
for the Bruins included

UPCOMING

example, are still getting
into shape and nursing
some 'owies', so they

We had some really
top quality seasonlaunching efforts in
Idaho."

women's shot put (3305.75); an Hth by
Robinson in men's 60-meter
dash; and an 11th by Krueger in
the men's shot put (40-09).
"We had some really top quality sea-

son-launching efforts in Idaho," said head
coach Wes Cook, now in his 15th season

stayed home and got
some much-needed

McMiniiville, Ore. 10 a.m.
A Sal. 9 PLUSalzman
Invitational Tacoma. Wash.

rest.

We kick off in
earnest

A S a t . 2 L i n fi e l d I c e b r e a k e r

in

T B A

two

weeks, and we hope
to have everyone
healthy by then. I'm
certainly encouraged by
the early returns."
The George Fox outdoor track and

H = Home

A = Away

fi e l d s e a s o n c o m m e n c e s w i t h t h e L i n fi e l d

Icebreaker on Saturday, March 2, at 10
a.m. in McMinnviile, Ore.
Issue
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CALENDAR & NEWSj

March 2002
Sunday

M O N D A Y

24

TUESDAY

25

WEDNESDAY

26

27

S AT U R D AY

FRIDAY

T H U R S D AY

Women's Tennis vs.

1

28

/^ Albertson, 9:00 am
Softball vs. Lewis &
Clark 1:30 pm
Track a Field - Linfield

Baseball vs. Whitman

College, 2:30 pm

Icebreaker, 10:00 am
Baseball vs. Eastern Oregon,
12:00 pm
Men's Tennis at Linfield,
3:00 pm

Women's Tennis at Linfield

College, 4:00 pm

4

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s a t

Linfield,4:00 pm

6

5

7

Baseball at Concordia
Meet with President Brandt:

University, 2:00 pm

6 pm, Bruins Den

At Pacific University:

M e n ' s Te n n i s v s .

Baseball:12;00 pm

3 Willamette, 2:00 pm

Men's Tennis: 2:00 pm

Softball: 2:00 pm

Fieldstead Lecture

Fieldstead Lecture

Presenting Ms. Matthewes-

Presenting Ms. Matthewes-

Green

Green,10:00 am

Peace Supper
6:00 pm

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s a t

Women's Tennis vs. Pacific,
2:00 pm

Organ Series, 3:30 pm

/Y Baseball vs.

Ill Pacific, 2:00 pm

11

12

13

Track a Field - PLU Salzman

Willamette, 2:00 pm

Invitational

15

14

Track
Field ^1vF
BruinaOpen,
11 : 0 0 a m

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s

Baseball vs. Vanguard

vs. Lewis a Clark

Housing deposit due

Last day to withdraw from

University, 2:00 pm

Softball vs. Pacific,
12:00 pm

Baseball vs. Lewis a Clark

class

College, 12:00 pm

Students in Recital, 4:15 pm
Softball vs. Whitworth

M e n ' s Te n n i s a t L e w i s &

Clark, 1:00 prn

17

-

S

T

A

L

E

College, 1:00 pm

Y

L

18

E

C

T

U

RE

19

S

E

R

I

E

S

-

20

21

Track a Field -

22

/. Western Oregon
Open
Baseball at

Softball vs. Whitworth

Leonard Sweet Seminar,

College, 12:00 pm

8:30 am

Wind Ensemble Farewell

Softball vs. Colorado

Concert, 7:30 pm

College, 8:00 pm

Willamette University, 12:00
pmSoftball vs. California
Lutheran University, 8:30 am
Softball vs. University of

Baseball at Lewis a Clark,
2:00 pm

Redlands, 10:45 am
Track a Field - D-lll

Challenge,12:00 pm

^ ^ Track
& Field •
L i n fi e l d

24

Combined Events

Baseball vs. Willamette

University, 2:00 pm

26

27

' ^ 11

^ Q (FROEJAY

28

Softball at Chapman

Track & Field • Linfield

Baseball vs. Concordia

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s a t

University, 1:00 pm

Combined Events

University, 3:00 pm

Occidental, 2:00 pm

Baseball vs. University of

Sound, 2:00 pm

Puget Sound, 12:00 pm

B Track & Field • Stanford
PRING

BREAK-SPRING

B R E A K - S P R I I^ G

BREAK-SPRING BREAK-SPRING

B I^ E A K - S P R I N G

■

Invitational

Puget Sound, 2:00
1 Softball at U. of Puget

1 Invitational

^

Stanford

Baseball vs. U. of

Softball at University of
Puget Sound, 12:00 pm

B R E JV K -

Dinner for Eight Race: unite to celebrate diversity
BRANDON

WALLACK

craft industry, agriculture, social

work, psychologist, attorney,

Stajf Writer

w r i t e r, a n d h o m e m a k e r.

On March 5,12, and 19, traditional undergraduate students

campus and in the world.

"We are also being inten
tional about integrating our

This annual event gives the

tural performances, experiential

Christian faith into the

students the opportunity to get
off campus with a small group of

initiatives, cultural drama and

racial reconciliation

discussion, open mic, praise and

dialogue.

worship, and prayer."
Workshop topics include;

believe that recon

The Biblical Basis for Racial

heart of the gospel

will have the oppor
tunity to learn about

continued from page 1

friends

^Tnner

to

We

Eight, sponsored by

tion comes to a

the Student Alumni

close on March

participants will leave the con

Council (S.A.C.) and
the George Fox

ference."

1, students will

be given a con

ference having been celebrated,
educated, encouraged and

The conference recognizes
that in order to come together as

University Alumni

fi r m a t i o n

equipped to make a difference on

one body we must identify with

through the second

Board of Directors.

Each Tuesday

FOR

EIGHT

call

informing them
of their host's

evening, registered students will

personal Information and direc

head to their host's home where

tions

dinner (free to the students) will
be served between 5:00 and 7:00

reminder, each student is respon
sible for getting themselves to

p.m. Most of the George Fox

their hosts home.

to

their

home.

As

Scott Box, assistant director

Eight are in the Portland area, but
p r i m a r i l y i n Ya m h i l l a n d

of alumni and parent relations

Washington County.

purpose for Dinner for Eight is to

30 hosts in several career areas

who will be hosting about 150
students. The career areas repre

and S.A.C. advisor, said, "Our
get students connected with

alumni to ask questions about
particular career fields. By doing
this, students can connect with

sented in this year's Dinner for

alumni for career networking and

Eight include both elementary

also given the opportunity to

and secondary teachers, real

dream."

estate, computer science, nurs

ing, foster care, accounting, busi
ness management, coaching.
1.

If you have any questions
regarding Dinner for Eight, con
tact Scott box at ext. 2130.

Racial Identity, and True Colors.

Sears continues, "We hope

we each realize that we

complete enrichment in
our lives.

message, so the

As an individual we are

gospel message will
be at the heart of the con

limited, but as a body in
Christ our effectiveness multi

plies. With Jesus at the heart of
the conference, it will undoubt

edly move and encourage each
person who attends.

Survivor: battle of endurance

a

alumni homes for Dinner for

This year, there are almost

Reconciliation, White Privilege,

ed. And as he does this, may

others in order to receive

ciliation is at the

annual Dinner for

careers

adjustments necessary to be unit

need the unique gifts of

explore a career
they have been
thinking about.
Once registra

different

each other through Christ. He
alone will help us to make the

continued from page 3

cle as the winner of Survivor 2002 after spending
24 hours and 35 minutes in the car.

students were given two 12 ounces of pop of their
choice.

After drinking 32 ounces of water, 36 ounces of

Besides the $200 for first place, other prizes
were given out during the event. The second place
winner got $50 flex points at the Bruin Den and a

their choice of pop, and a couple pieces of pizza,

sweatshirt from the bookstore. For third place. Holt

this food and water started to take its toll on the

hen it came to fourth and fifth places, Lopez

received a $50 gift certificate to the bookstore.

remaining four students. At 2:15 p.m., Lopez left received $25 flex points at the Bruin Den for her
the car after spending 24 hours and 15 minutes in
the car. Two minutes later. Holt quickly bolted out
of the car after spending 24 hours and 17 minutes in
the car.

ourth place rank and Stump received $10 flex

points at the Bruin Den for his fifth place rank.

Now that Chamberlain has received his win

The remaining two students, Bybee and

nings, he has one thing in mind for the money. "I

prize. After spending 24 hours and 34 minutes

some people I owe money to."
The Student Alumni Council would like to

l n on usn
i g the money to make some payments to
Chamberlain, were now battling for the $200 grand pa
Bybee left the car at 2:34 p.m., giving him second'
place. Then at 2.35 p.m. Chamberlain left the vehi t ank all students and staff for their support in this
event.
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